
Final Report, ESF Exhange GrantBalázs PozsgayPhD studentReferene number: 1799Host Institute: Institut de Physique Théorique CEA-SalayHost Professor: Hubert SaleurTravel started: April 07, 2008; ended June 30, 2008.Purpose of the visitThe purpose of my visit was to start a new ollaboration with Hubert Saleur in the�eld of integrable models. The original plan was to extend my previous work on �nitevolume form fators to non-diagonal sattering theories, whih are relevant for ondensedmatter systems. However, we hanged plans after my arrival. Following Saleur's proposalI deided to join him in his researh on disordered systems with the use of supergroups.I started to work on the sattering theory approah to the disordered Ising model.Details of the researh projet and ResultsThe ommon way to treat disordered systems is the so-alled �replia trik�. It mapsa theory with a Gaussian random �eld to a ertain limit of a deterministi theory. Thetwo dimensional saling Ising model is a free fermion theory; disorder an be representedhere by a random, spatially dependent mass term. Making use of the �replia trik� onean show that the theory is equivalent to the N → 0 limit of the Gross-Neveu (GN)model, where N is the number of fermion �avours. The GN model is well-known for
N ≥ 2, however its properties are less understood in the region N < 2, where the theoryis massless and asymptotially free in the IR.One possible way to understand this model is to �nd the exat S-matrix of the masslesssattering theory. In [1℄ Cabra, Honeker, Mussardo and Pujol proposed that one shouldontinue analytially the well-known S-matrix [2℄ of the N > 2 ase to N → 0. Theydeveloped a massless form fator approah to study the two-point funtion of the energyoperator; their results were in agreement with perturbative alulations. However, theirapproah laks any interpretation of the sattering theory.A rigorous way to de�ne the N → 0 limit is through the introdution of supergroups.In the GN model with OSP (2n, 2n) symmetry the fermioni and bosoni (ghost) degreesof freedom add up to N = 0. The sattering matries of these theories obey the (graded)Yang-Baxter equations, whih are formally solved by the usual O(N)-symmetri S-matrix[2℄ with N = 0. The supergroup struture manifests intself in the interpretation and therepresentation of these solutions. 1



Continuing Saleur's previous work on supergroups (see for example [3℄ [4℄ [5℄) I studieda onjetured massless �ow with OSP (2, 2) symmetry.The Thermodynami Bethe Ansatz (TBA) equations give information about the energyof the ground state in �nite volume. In partiular they an be used to evaluate the entralharge of the CFT's whih emerge as the UV and IR limits of the theory. I onsideredboth these limits and I also worked on numerial simulations of the in�nite system ofoupled integral equations. A naive inspetion of the TBA equations provided the orretIR entral harge. However, a areful numerial investigation showed that for the givenS-matrix the TBA does not allow any solution at all. The question of a possible massless�ow into to GN model with N = 0 thus remains an open question and is subjet to furtherresearh. The resolution of the ontradition between the results of [1℄ and our �ndingsneeds to be lari�ed as well.I wish to thank ESF and espeially the INSTANS program for providing this grant.Balázs PozsgayBudapest, September 20, 2008.Referenes[1℄ D.C. Cabra, A. Honeker, G. Mussardo and P. Pujol, J.Phys. A30 (1997) 8415-8426,arXiv:hep-th/9705180v1[2℄ A. B. Zamolodhikov and Al. B. Zamolodhikov Annals Phys. 120 253-291 (1979)[3℄ H. Saleur and B. Wehefritz-Kaufmann, Nul.Phys. B628 407-441 (2002)arXiv:hep-th/0112095v1[4℄ H. Saleur and B. Wehefritz-Kaufmann, Nul.Phys. B628 443 (2003),arXiv:hep-th/0302144v1[5℄ F.H.L. Essler, H. Frahm and H. Saleur Nul.Phys. B712 513-572 (2005),arXiv:ond-mat/0501197v1
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